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Preparation of Manuscripts

The authors are required to prepare the manuscripts in English, French or German and

submit them with extra two copies to

Editor in Chief, Osaka Journal of Mathematics,

Department of Mathematics, Graduate School of Scierfce, Osaka University,

1-1 Machikaneyama-cho, Toyonaka,, Osaka 560-0043, Japan

Manuscripts should be typed and legible. Those prepared on TjjX should be typeset in

12 point fonts with enough line intervals and margins. The authors are required to observe

the following style rules:

1. Abstract or summary shoukhnot be attached. The author's address together with

his (or Her) affiliation is to,be written on the last page after the references.

2. In the margin of the first page of the manuscript, write a proposed running head.

3. The references should^be quoted by numbers, not by the abbreviations of the

names or titles. In the Reference the^ entries should 1)e written as in the next

examples: t

[II H.R Baker: On finite groups, Canad. J. Math, 25 < 19.73), 35-48. ^

[2] C M. Davis: Group Theory, Sprhtger, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 1965.

4. ., Theorem, Proposition, Lemma, Corollary should be written as Theorem, Propό-

sition, Lemma, Corollary in the bold face, while Definition, Notation, Re-

mark, Example, Acknowledgement should be written in romans as DEFINITION,

, NOTATION, REMARK, EXAMPLE, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT with small capitals from the

second letter on Proof is written in romans.

5. Figures should be drawn in black ink and prepared in separate sheets with

adequate numbering, .

The authors wiil be required to make the marking of special letters such as boldface,

scrip!, German, Greek letters,.eic. following the instruction to be_mailed after their articles

are accepted for publication by the editorial board.
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